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a b s t r a c t 

To make the most efficient use of scarce bandwidth, channel assignment methods for wireless mesh net- 

works (WMNs) should try to minimize the number of frequency channels used while achieving maximum 

network throughput. Beamforming is a well-known technique that improves spatial reuse in wireless net- 

works. However, there are no channel assignment methods for WMNs that use beamforming to reduce 

the number of frequency channels. We develop the first channel assignment method for dynamic WMNs 

that incorporates beamforming in the conflict graph and matrix. This reduces co-channel interference sig- 

nificantly, thereby reducing the number of frequency channels required (NCR) to ensure interference-free 

communication among the mesh nodes while achieving maximum network throughput. Our novel Lin- 

ear Array Beamforming-based Channel Assignment (LAB-CA) method significantly increases the spectrum 

utilization efficiency of WMNs at the expense of increased hardware complexity. It outperforms classical 

omni-directional antenna pattern-based channel assignment (OAP-CA) in terms of NCR. In a heterogeneous 

WMN where mesh nodes have differing numbers of radio interfaces, LAB-CA also outperforms OAP-CA 

in terms of NCR in both sparse and dense scenarios. A further significant reduction in NCR is achieved 

when the number of antennas in the linear antenna arrays of mesh nodes is increased. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

It is well known that co-channel interference in wireless net-

orks degrades network throughput. The goal of an effective

hannel assignment method for multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC)

ireless mesh networks (WMNs) is to minimize the number

f frequency channels required for interference-free communica-

ion among the mesh nodes while achieving maximum network

hroughput. Beamforming mitigates interference in wireless net-

orks by improving spatial reuse. The full potential of beamform-

ng in WMNs cannot be realized until methods are developed that

ccurately capture its characteristics in their interference models

o minimize the number of frequency channels. To the best of

ur knowledge, no existing channel assignment method for MRMC

MNs incorporates the necessary beamforming-based interference

odeling. 

We develop a new and effective channel assignment method

hat minimizes the number of frequency channels required (NCR)

o ensure interference-free communication among the mesh nodes

or achieving maximum network throughput in a dynamic MRMC
∗ Corresponding author:. 

E-mail addresses: auhchaud@sce.carleton.ca (A.U. Chaudhry),

afez@sce.carleton.ca (R.H.M. Hafez), chinneck@sce.carleton.ca (J.W. Chinneck). 
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MN. Our novel Linear Array Beamforming-based Channel Assign-

ent (LAB-CA) method is the first of its kind to incorporate beam-

orming in the conflict graph and matrix to minimize co-channel

nterference and to reduce NCR. As expected, the results show that

AB-CA significantly outperforms classical omni-directional antenna 

attern-based channel assignment (OAP-CA) in terms of NCR. Pre-

iminary work in this regard appears in [1] . 

The node-degree of a mesh node is the number of radio in-

erfaces that it has for data communication with its neighbors. In

 WMN architecture consisting of homogeneous mesh nodes , the

ode-degree of all mesh nodes is the same. We also study a more

ealistic WMN architecture consisting of heterogeneous mesh nodes

i.e. mesh nodes having different node-degrees). We extend LAB-CA

o incorporate heterogeneous mesh nodes and evaluate its perfor-

ance in homogeneous vs. heterogeneous environments. We find

hat LAB-CA for heterogeneous mesh nodes (LAB-CA_HT) requires

ore frequency channels as compared to LAB-CA for homogeneous

esh nodes (LAB-CA_HG). 

We also evaluate the performance of LAB-CA_HT by comparing

ts performance with OAP-CA for heterogeneous mesh nodes (OAP-

A_HT) in both sparse and dense WMNs. We find that LAB-CA_HT

utperforms OAP-CA_HT in terms of NCR in both scenarios. It per-

orms even better in dense mesh networks and provides a reduc-

ion of at least 58% in NCR. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.adhoc.2016.08.001
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/adhoc
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.adhoc.2016.08.001&domain=pdf
mailto:auhchaud@sce.carleton.ca
mailto:hafez@sce.carleton.ca
mailto:chinneck@sce.carleton.ca
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.adhoc.2016.08.001
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In a multi-radio multi-channel multi-antenna (MRMCMA) WMN,

the number of antennas in the linear antenna array of a multi-

radio mesh node is greater than its node-degree. We explore the

impact of increasing the number of antennas in the linear an-

tenna arrays of the multi-radio mesh nodes on the number of fre-

quency channels when using LAB-CA_HT in a MRMCMA WMN. We

find that a further significant reduction of at least 20% in NCR is

achieved when the number of antennas in the linear antenna ar-

rays of mesh nodes exceeds their node-degrees. 

Specifically the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A new and effective channel assignment method LAB-CA is

proposed and evaluated. It incorporates beamforming directly

into the conflict graph and matrix for modeling interference in

MRMC WMNs as a means to minimize co-channel interference

and to reduce the total number of required frequency channels.

• To model a more realistic WMN architecture, the channel as-

signment framework is extended to incorporate heterogeneous

mesh nodes, and the effectiveness of LAB-CA_HT in sparse as

well as dense mesh networks is demonstrated. 

• A multi-radio multi-channel multi-antenna WMN architecture

is proposed, and the effectiveness of using multi-antenna mesh

nodes is demonstrated. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

the related work in this area. Our model for the network archi-

tecture is presented in Section 3 . The LAB-CA method is presented

in Section 4 . The extension of the channel assignment framework

that incorporates heterogeneous mesh nodes and consists of LAB-

CA_HT is presented in Section 5 . Performance evaluation with re-

sults is given in Section 6 . Conclusions are presented in Section 7 . 

2. Related work 

Channel assignment schemes [2–18] for classical MRMC WMNs

typically assume a multi-radio mesh node to be equipped with

omni-directional antennas. Using these, a mesh node can com-

municate with several neighbors simultaneously over different fre-

quency channels. When a pair of mesh nodes are communicating

over a certain frequency channel, other mesh nodes within the cir-

cular radiation pattern of their omni-directional antennas must not

transmit over the same frequency channel to avoid a conflict. 

To improve spatial reuse by reducing co-channel interference,

DMesh [19] proposes the use of directional antennas for mesh

nodes in a MRMC WMN. Directional antennas are used in [20] for

directional transmission and reception algorithms for wireless ad-

hoc networks. A study of the joint routing and scheduling opti-

mization problem in TDMA-based WMNs [21] assumes that nodes

are equipped with directional antennas. In [22] , the authors study

the problem of building topologies for nomadic WMNs where the

degree of any node is less than its number of available directional

mesh radios. A topology control method for MRMC WMNs that

use directional antennas is proposed in [23] ; however such anten-

nas are non-steerable and always point where they were manu-

ally directed at the time of installation. Hence they are not use-

ful in a dynamic WMN environment undergoing regular topologi-

cal changes as new mesh nodes join the network or existing mesh

nodes leave it, e.g. due to node failure. 

For the successful operation of a self-organizing and dynamic

MRMC WMN, beamforming is required instead of directional an-

tennas with stationary radiation patterns. Multiple beams can

be formed by using the multiple omni-directional antennas of a

multi-radio mesh node in the form of a linear antenna array. Un-

like the non-steerable beam of a directional antenna such as a

parabolic antenna, the main beam of a linear antenna array can

be pointed in any desired direction by controlling the progressive
hase difference between the antenna elements of the array. This

teerable beam pattern of a linear antenna array can be used in

he operation of a dynamic WMN. 

Schemes that use beamforming for interference mitigation

ave been proposed in the literature for TDMA-based single-radio

ingle-channel multi-hop wireless networks [24 , 25] , cellular net-

orks [26] , and single-hop wireless ad-hoc networks [27] . In [24] ,

he spatial-reuse-only protocol is proposed, which uses multiple

ntennas of a wireless node for beamforming to prevent a trans-

itter’s signal from reaching nearby undesired receivers. A multi-

ntenna beamforming technique is described in [25] to suppress

nterference and improve spatial reuse. Both [24] and [25] use

he protocol model [28] for interference. The authors study a

oint base-station association, beamforming, channel assignment

nd power control problem in heterogeneous cellular networks

n [26] , where low-power base-stations are overlaid with con-

entional macro base-stations. The problem of interference sup-

ression is considered in [27] and a joint iterative beamforming

nd channel allocation strategy is proposed for wireless nodes

n an ad-hoc network, where pairs of nodes communicate only

ith each other. It is assumed that the available frequency band

s divided into orthogonal frequency channels of the same band-

idth, and each node is capable of switching between two or-

hogonal frequencies. Unlike these schemes [24–27] , this work

eals with the problem of channel assignment in multi-hop multi-

adio multi-channel WMNs, where the objective is to assign fre-

uency channels to those links between multi-radio mesh nodes

hat are required to achieve maximum network throughput such

hat all of these links can be active simultaneously without any

o-channel interference. To the best of our knowledge, LAB-CA

s the first channel assignment method of its kind that incorpo-

ates beamforming directly in the conflict graph and matrix to sig-

ificantly reduce the number of frequency channels required for

nterference-free channel assignment in dynamic MRMC WMNs. 

Similar to LAB-CA_HG, the channel assignment schemes in

3 , 4 , 8 , 10 , 13 , 17] assume that the node-degrees of all mesh nodes

n the network are the same. The topology-controlled interference-

ware channel-assignment algorithm (TICA) [3] uses four radio in-

erfaces at each mesh node. The breadth-first-search channel as-

ignment (BFS-CA) scheme [7] requires that a certain number of

esh routers with a certain number of radio interfaces are placed

t certain hops from the gateway, whereas LAB-CA_HT does not

equire any careful mesh router placement strategy. While evalu-

ting the performance of the max-flow-based channel assignment

nd routing (MCAR) scheme [9] , the authors consider two classes

f topologies with 25 and 50 mesh nodes. In the 25-node network,

0% of the mesh routers are assigned 2 radios while the remainder

re assigned 3 radios. In the 50-node network, 20% of nodes have 2

adios, 40% have 3 radios and 40% have 4 radios. For each class, 20

ifferent topologies are generated having different placements of

odes. LAB-CA_HT works with any random number of radio inter-

aces at the mesh nodes; in our experiments we choose this num-

er from a uniform random distribution. 

Different channel assignment schemes have used different

MN sizes in their performance evaluations. The centralized hy-

cinth (C-HYA) scheme [4] used a 100-node mesh network. The

istributed hyacinth (D-HYA) scheme [6] used a 60-node mesh

etwork. A topology consisting of 30 mesh nodes was used for

he performance evaluation of BFS-CA. The simulation experiments

n the traffic and interference aware channel assignment scheme

MesTiC) [8] used a 25-node mesh network. TICA was evaluated

sing a 36-node mesh network. Two classes of topologies with

5 and 50 mesh nodes respectively were used to evaluate MCAR.

n [17] , two different deployments consisting of 36 and 60 mesh

odes were used. The channel assignment method is simulated us-

ng two sets of networks in [10] ; the dense network has 50 mesh
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odes in a 500 ×500 square meter area and the sparse network

as 50 mesh nodes in an 800 ×800 square meter area. To evalu-

te the performance of LAB-CA_HT, our experiments use 36 mesh

odes distributed in a 500 ×500 square meter area for the sparse

etwork and 100 mesh nodes distributed in the same area for the

ense network. 

. Network architecture 

Each mesh node is assumed to be equipped with multiple radio

nterfaces. One of these radios is used for control traffic ( control

adio ), while the others are used for data traffic ( data radios ). The

ode-degree of a mesh node is defined as the number of neighbors

t can communicate with simultaneously for data communication.

or example, a node-degree of three means that a mesh node is

quipped with three data radios and one control radio, and can

ommunicate with at most three of its neighbors at the same time.

The radio interfaces are assumed to be half-duplex and each

s equipped with an omni-directional antenna. They can be tuned

o different frequency channels. For communication of the control

raffic, the control radios of all nodes are tuned to a common fre-

uency channel. 

We assume that the antennas of the data radios of a mesh

ode can be arranged in the form of a linear antenna array for

eamforming. Using multiple beams equal to the number of omni-

irectional antennas in its array, a mesh node can communicate

ith multiple neighbors simultaneously over different frequency

hannels. For example, a mesh node with a node-degree of four

as four data radios and four antennas in its array. Using all four

ntennas, the mesh node can form up to four beams to communi-

ate with up to four neighbors simultaneously over four different

requency channels. 

In a homogeneous WMN, the node-degrees of all mesh nodes in

he network are the same. In a heterogeneous WMN, mesh nodes

ave different node-degrees chosen using a uniform random dis-

ribution between two and some upper limit. A single mesh gate-

ay (GW) is assumed and all mesh nodes, except the GW, are as-

umed to be sources of flow (i.e. data traffic). The GW is the sink

f all flows and hence the maximum possible network throughput

epends on its node-degree. For a fair comparison of LAB-CA_HG

nd LAB-CA_HT, we assume that the GW has the highest node-

egree in the heterogeneous architecture. For example, in a hetero-

eneous mesh network where the node-degree is randomly chosen

etween two and four, the node-degree of the GW is four. 

In LAB-CA_HG, when the node-degree of all mesh nodes is six

nd a mesh node needs to communicate with two neighbors si-

ultaneously, it uses all antennas of its six-antenna array to form

wo beams directed towards the two neighbors. On the other hand,

n LAB-CA_HT, when the node-degree of a mesh node is randomly

elected between two and six, and a mesh node is assigned a

ode-degree of three and needs to communicate with two neigh-

ors simultaneously, then it uses all antennas of its three-antenna

rray to form two beams directed towards its two neighbors. The

eam formed by a six-antenna array is more focused than that

ormed by a three-antenna array. This concept is illustrated in

ig. 2 in Section 5.3 . 

. Linear array beamforming-based channel assignment 

To find the true minimum number of frequency channels re-

uired for interference-free communication among mesh nodes,

he channel assignment problem should be formulated as a sin-

le integrated problem. However, this makes the problem too com-

lex, especially the minimum coloring part, which is well-known

o be NP-hard [29] . For this reason, the problem is broken down

nto stages. Our channel assignment framework consists of four

.

tages: connectivity graph construction, routing, interference mod-

ling, and minimum coloring. 

.1. Connectivity graph 

To minimize the number of frequency channels required, we

se our Select x for less than x topology control algorithm (TCA)

2] to build the connectivity graph C ( V , E ), where vertices V corre-

pond to wireless nodes, and edges E correspond to the wireless

inks between nodes. This algorithm controls the network topol-

gy by selecting the nearest nodes as communication neighbors for

ach node in the network. Since transmit power is proportional to

he distance between the nodes, the shorter the distance, the lower

he transmit power. Less transmit power translates to less interfer-

nce, which leads to better spatial reuse. 

.2. Multi-path routing 

To achieve maximum network throughput, we formulate the

ulti-path routing problem as a mixed integer linear program as

n [11] . Given the connectivity graph, the objective is to maxi-

ize the network throughput while maintaining fairness among

he multiple network flows. Network throughput means the total

mount of flow that reaches the single gateway from all sources.

e must also satisfy flow conservation, node-degree, half-duplex,

airness, and link capacity constraints on the connectivity graph. 

We assume a link capacity based on the fact that maximum

oodputs (maximum link throughputs) of an IEEE 802.11a link op-

rating at data rates of 12, 24, 36, and 54 Mbps are 9.18, 15.52,

0.03, and 24.73 Mbps, respectively [18 , 30] . We use the AMPL lan-

uage [31] to model the multi-path routing problem, and IBM

PLEX 12.2 [32] to solve the resulting problem. 

.3. Interference modeling 

.3.1. Linear antenna array design 

Each mesh node is equipped with multiple radio interfaces and

ach radio interface is equipped with an omni-directional antenna.

ote that a vertically polarized half-wavelength dipole antenna is

n omni-directional antenna in the φ-plane, i.e. at elevation angle

= 90 °. 
The multiple antennas of a mesh node constitute a linear an-

enna array. The array consists of N a elements equally spaced at a

istance d a apart. The antenna elements are positioned along the

 -axis. The distance d a between the elements in the array is λ/ 2 .

ll elements have identical amplitudes of the excitation current.

he phase by which the current in each element leads the current

f the preceding element is the same. The elements in the array

re half-wavelength dipoles. The first element of the array is lo-

ated at the origin. Far-field conditions are assumed. The antenna

lements are assumed to be lossless. There is no mutual coupling

etween antenna elements of the array. The height of the linear

ntenna array of a mesh node from the ground is the same for all

odes, and a mesh node needs to steer its beams in the φ-plane

nly to communicate with its neighbors, hence it is required to

nd the array gain only in the φ-plane. The antenna elements are

ertically polarized, which means that the antenna elements of the

rray of a mesh node are oriented parallel to the z -axis. The array

ain AG of this linear antenna array in the φ-plane can be written

s [1] 

G ( θ = π/ 2 , φ) = 

1 

N a 
G o | AF ( θ = π/ 2 , φ) | 2 , (1) 

here G o is the maximum gain of a half-wavelength dipole, and

F is the array factor in the φ-plane and is given by [33] 

F ( θ = π/ 2 , φ) = 1 + e jk d a ( cos φ−cos φo ) + e j2 k d a ( cos φ−cos φo ) + , 

.... + e j( N a −1) k d a ( cos φ−cos φo ) 
(2) 
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Fig. 1. Plot of | AF ( θ= π/ 2 , φ) | 2 and | AG ( θ= π/ 2 , φ) | for different values of φo ( N a =2). 
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where k = 2 π/λ. By controlling the progressive phase difference

between the antenna elements by controlling φo , the main beam

of the linear antenna array can be steered in any desired direc-

tion. The detailed derivation of the array gain can be found in the

preliminary work in [1] . Fig. 1 shows a plot of | AF ( θ = π/ 2 , φ) | 2 
and | AG ( θ = π/ 2 , φ) | for different values of φo when N a =2. Note

that the maximum value of | AF ( θ = π/ 2 , φ) | 2 is equal to ( N a ) 2 . It

should also be noted that the maximum value of | AG ( θ= π/ 2 , φ) |
remains constant for different values of φo , is equal to N a times G o ,

and is independent of the element pattern. 
g  

f  
.3.2. SIR model with shadowing 

The protocol model [28] has been widely used to model in-

erference for channel assignment in wireless mesh networks

2 −17] . This simplistic model assumes that interference is a binary

henomenon. The more accurate SINR (signal-to-interference-and-

oise ratio) model considers the effect of cumulative interference

28] . The study in [34] recommends the use of the SINR model

o obtain accurate performance results for multi-hop wireless net-

orks. However neither of these interference models incorporates

hadowing, which is needed to reflect the reality of signal propa-

ation in wireless links. An improved physical model that accounts

or shadowing is referred to as the SINR model with shadowing . SIR
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signal-to-interference ratio) can be used instead of SINR since co-

hannel interference is generally much stronger than noise. We use

he SIR model with shadowing [18] to model interference in MRMC

MNs as realistically as possible. Note that in this model, the in-

erference is controlled but it still exists. Interference-free commu-

ication in this model means that the desired incoming signal’s SIR

s above the required SIR threshold to be correctly received at the

eceiver. 

The link transmission power or the received interference power

s calculated using the Free Space model with shadowing for shorter

istances and the Two-Ray ground reflection model with shadow-

ng for longer distances, depending on the Euclidean distance

etween the nodes d ( x , y ) in relation to the cross-over distance

ross_over_dist . If d ( x , y ) ≤ Cross_over_dist , the Free Space model

ith shadowing is used, otherwise the Two-Ray model with shad-

wing is used. Using the Free Space model with shadowing, trans-

ission power is 

 t = 

RxT hresh ( 4 πd ) 
2 

G t G r λ2 
× 10 

−x/ 10 , (3) 

nd received power is 

 r = 

P t G t G r λ2 

( 4 πd ) 
2 

, (4) 

here x is a lognormal random variable. The transmission power

sing the Two-Ray model with shadowing is 

 t = 

RxT hresh ( d ) 
4 

G t G r h t 
2 
h r 

2 
× 10 

−x/ 10 , (5) 

nd received power is 

 r = 

P t G t G r h t 
2 
h r 

2 

(d) 
4 

, (6) 

here RxThresh is the power threshold required by the radio in-

erface of the receiver to correctly understand the received signal

35] . 

.3.3. Conflict graph and matrix 

An essential part of the method for channel assignment is the

onstruction of the conflict matrix representing conflicts between

he links involved in routing. The set of links involved in rout-

ng is L , so the conflict matrix is of size | L | ×| L | and has elements

hat are either one (indicating a conflict between a pair of links;

his appears as an edge in the conflict graph) or the maximum

ower received at a link from any other link. Our method for

onstructing the conflict graph and matrix for LAB-CA is given in

lgorithm 1 . The nomenclature is: f (frequency); G t (gain of trans-

itter); G r (gain of receiver); h t (transmitter antenna height);

 r (receiver antenna height); n (number of mesh nodes); Rx-

hresh_dBm (receiver threshold in dBm); SIRThresh_dB (SIR thresh-

ld in dB); L (set of links involved in routing); locations_x (set of x -

oordinates of nodes); locations_y (set of y -coordinates of nodes);

(standard deviation for shadowing); OP (outage probability); N a 

number of antenna elements in the linear antenna array); and d a 
distance between the antenna elements of the array). 

To determine the array gain AG ab from node a to b using (1) , we

alculate the angle φab between the nodes and use φ and φo equal

o φab . Due to reciprocity, AG ab is the same as AG ba . To check if link

 pq conflicts with link l xy , we proceed as follows. We calculate P r,xp 

power received at node x from node p ), P r,xq (power received at

ode x from node q ), P r,yp (power received at node y from node p ),

nd P r,yq (power received at node y from node q ) using (4) or (6) .

o calculate P r,xp , we calculate P t,pq using (3) or (5) , which is the

ransmission power required when node p is transmitting to q ; ar-

ay gain AG px from node p to x ; and array gain AG xp from node x to
 . To calculate AG xp using (1) , we calculate φxp , the angle between

ode x and p ; φxy , the angle between node x and y ; and substitute

hem for φ and φo , respectively. If the ratio of the RxThresh_mwatts

receiver threshold in mW) to the maximum of the four received

owers at link l xy from link l pq is less than the required SIR thresh-

ld, a conflict is indicated between links l xy and l pq by placing a

ne in the conflict matrix. If this ratio is above the required SIR

hreshold, there could be no direct conflict between the two links

nd they could be active simultaneously over the same frequency

hannel. In this case, the maximum of the four received powers at

ink l xy from link l pq is placed in the conflict matrix for use later

hile building weighted maximal independent sets (WMaISs) during

he minimum coloring stage. 

As stated earlier, each radio interface of a multi-radio mesh

ode is equipped with an omni-directional antenna. For OAP-CA,

 mesh node communicates with its neighbors using the circular

adiation pattern of its unity-gain omni-directional antennas. So G t 

nd G r are set equal to one for calculating P t and P r while con-

tructing the conflict graph and matrix for OAP-CA. 

.4. Minimum coloring 

Given the conflict graph F ( V F , E F ), where vertices V F represent

ireless links between the mesh nodes and edges E F represent

he conflicts between wireless links, the minimum coloring stage

f the channel assignment problem involves finding the minimum

umber of frequency channels to use such that there is no inter-

erence, i.e. no adjacent vertices are assigned the same frequency

hannel. This is identical to the standard minimum coloring prob-

em, which is known to be NP-hard for general graphs [29] . 

The coloring problem is complicated by the fact that when

here are multiple links using the same frequency channel, the

umulative interference may be enough to cause an unacceptable

evel of interference on some link using that channel, even though

he interference on each pair of links is below the tolerance. We

ust account for the cumulative interference at every vertex in a

MaIS from all other vertices in this set. The cumulative SIR is the

atio of RxThresh_mwatts to the sum of the maximum powers re-

eived at a vertex from all other vertices in the WMaIS, and must

e greater than the required SIR threshold to avoid unacceptable

nterference. Note that the maximum received powers are available

o us from the conflict matrix. 

Our greedy heuristic for solving this extended coloring prob-

em consists of these steps: (a) find a WMaIS of vertices in the

onflict graph and assign the members of this set to the same fre-

uency channel; (b) remove these vertices from the conflict graph;

nd (c) repeat until all vertices are assigned a frequency channel.

he number of frequency channels required for interference-free

ommunication among the mesh nodes is equal to the number of

MaISs. Since finding a maximum independent set is itself NP-

ard [36] , we also use heuristics for this step. 

We use three randomized heuristic algorithms [18] that enforce

he cumulative interference constraint at every vertex. They find

MaISs from the conflict graphs and matrices returned by OAP-CA

nd LAB-CA and use these to solve this extended coloring prob-

em. The Enhanced Maximum_Node_Degree_Start algorithm selects 

 vertex from the conflict graph having the maximum number of

onflicts with other vertices and introduces that vertex into the

MaIS under construction. If a vertex w does not conflict with

ertices already in the WMaIS under construction, we add w and

he vertices in the WMaIS to a temporary set. If the cumulative

IR at every vertex in the temporary set is greater than the re-

uired SIR threshold, we add w to the WMaIS. The Enhanced Mini-

um_Node_Degree_Start algorithm starts by selecting a vertex with

he minimum number of conflicts, and the Enhanced Random Start
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algorithm starts by selecting a vertex at random from the conflict

graph. Ties for starting vertex are broken randomly. 

Using these heuristics to find WMaISs, the overall greedy mini-

mum coloring heuristic is very quick, so we run each of the three

algorithm variants multiple times on the conflict graph and take

the best solution (i.e. requiring the fewest frequency channels) over

all runs. 

5. Beamforming-based channel assignment for heterogeneous 

mesh nodes 

To model a more realistic WMN architecture, we extend our

channel assignment framework in Section 4 to incorporate hetero-

geneous mesh nodes. We extend the Select x for less than x TCA

[2] , the multi-path routing formulation [11] , and the method for

constructing the conflict graph and matrix in Algorithm 1 to ac-

commodate heterogeneous mesh nodes. 

5.1. Extended select x for less than x TCA 

We extend the Select x for less than x TCA to build the con-

nectivity graph for LAB-CA_HT. Each mesh node broadcasts a Hello

message at maximum transmission power containing its node ID

and position over the control channel using the control radio. From

the information in the received Hello messages, each mesh node

arranges its neighboring nodes in ascending order of their distance,

which results in its maximum power neighbor table . Each mesh

node then sends its maximum power neighbor table along with

its position, its node-degree x , and its node ID to the GW over the

control channel using its control radio. Based on the node-degree

x of a mesh node, the GW builds its direct neighbor table by se-

lecting at least x nearest nodes as its communication neighbors. If

required, the GW converts any uni-directional links in the direct

neighbor tables of mesh nodes into bi-directional links, which re-

sults in their final neighbor table . 

For a mesh node with a node-degree of 2 or 3, the GW ensures

that it has at least 3 nearest nodes as its neighbors by using the

extended Select 3 for less than 3 TCA; for a mesh node with a node-

degree of 4, the GW ensures that it has at least 4 nearest nodes

as its neighbors by using the extended Select 4 for less than 4 TCA;

and so on. Since the extended Select 2 for less than 2 TCA mostly

leads to a disconnected network, we use the extended Select 3 for

less than 3 TCA for a mesh node with a node-degree of 2. 

5.2. Extended multi-path routing formulation 

To accommodate heterogeneous mesh nodes, all other con-

straints in the existing formulation of the multi-path routing prob-

lem remain the same except for the node-degree constraint. Let

ND be the set of node-degrees of mesh nodes and nd i be an input

parameter denoting the node-degree of mesh node i . Then the fol-

lowing represent the constraints on the node-degrees of the mesh

nodes in the WMN. ∑ 

k 

z ki + 

∑ 

j 

z i j ≤ n d i for all i, (7)

where i , j , k ∈ V , and z ij ∈ {0,1} is 1 when link between nodes i

and j is used for routing and 0 otherwise. 

5.3. Extended beamforming-based conflict graph and matrix 

Algorithm 1 for constructing the conflict graph and matrix for

LAB-CA is extended for LAB-CA_HT to accommodate heterogeneous

mesh nodes. Added inputs in Algorithm 1 include ND , i.e. the set of

node-degrees of mesh nodes. Note that while calculating the link

transmission power in Step #10 of Algorithm 1 , reciprocity cannot
e applied as AG ab is no longer the same as AG ba since the node-

egrees of nodes a and b could be different. To calculate AG ab , N a 

s set equal to ND ( L ( i ,1)), and to calculate AG ba , N a is set equal to

D ( L ( i ,2)), where L ( i ,1) represents the first node (or node a ) in the

 

th link in L ; L ( i ,2) represents the second node (or node b ) in the

 

th link in L ; ND ( L ( i ,1)) contains the node-degree of node a ; and

D ( L ( i ,2)) contains the node-degree of node b . 

The node-degrees of mesh nodes are also needed while cal-

ulating the received power. For example, to calculate the power

eceived at node x from node p in Step #22 of Algorithm 1 , the

ode-degree of node x is needed to know the number of antennas

hile calculating AG xp and the node-degree of node p is needed

o know the number of antennas while calculating AG px since the

ode-degrees of nodes x and p could be different in a heteroge-

eous mesh network. N a is set equal to ND ( L ( i1 ,1)) while calculat-

ng AG xp , and it is set equal to ND ( L ( j ,1)) while calculating AG px ,

here L ( i1 ,1) represents the first node (or node x ) in the i1 th link

n L , and L ( j ,1) represents the first node (or node p ) in the j th link

n L . 

Fig. 2 is a plot of | AG ( θ= π/ 2 , φ) | for different values of N a 

hen φo =60 °, showing that the beam formed by a six-antenna

rray is more focused than that formed by a three-antenna array. 

. Performance evaluation 

The performance of LAB-CA is evaluated in comparison with

AP-CA for different node-degree constraints (NDCs) at different

ink data rates based on NCR in sparse mesh networks. For LAB-

A_HG vs. LAB-CA_HT, we compare performance in terms of net-

ork throughput (NT), the solution time of the routing stage, and

CR for different NDCs at different link data rates in sparse mesh

etworks. 

The performance of LAB-CA_HT in sparse as well as dense mesh

etworks is evaluated in comparison with OAP-CA_HT in terms of

CR, links-to-channels ratio (LCR), network throughput, and solu-

ion time of the routing stage for different NDCs at a link data

ate of 54 Mbps. We define links-to-channels ratio as the ratio of

he number of links involved in routing and NCR. A higher LCR is

etter, e.g. an LCR of 3 indicates that 3 links use the same fre-

uency channel on average. The worst-case LCR is 1, meaning that

ach link involved in routing requires a different frequency chan-

el, so there is no spatial channel reuse. Note that OAP-CA_HT is

he same as OAP-CA except for its connectivity graph and routing

tages, which are described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 , respectively. 

The impact of increasing the number of antennas in the linear

ntenna arrays of multi-radio mesh nodes on the performance of

AB-CA_HT is evaluated in terms of NCR in dense MRMCMA WMNs

or different N a s (i.e. numbers of antennas) at a link data rate of

4 Mbps. 

.1. Experimental setup 

.1.1. Network topology 

A controlled random topology (CRT) is used for the evaluation.

 500 m ×500 m physical terrain is divided into cells and a mesh

ode is placed randomly within each cell using a uniform ran-

om distribution. For sparse mesh networks, twenty-five different

RTs consisting of 36-node networks are considered, and for dense

esh networks, twenty-five different CRTs consisting of 100-node

etworks are considered. 

.1.2. Software and hardware used 

MATLAB version 7.8 [37] is used to implement the following

lgorithms: Select x for less than x TCA, conflict graph and ma-

rix for OAP-CA, conflict graph and matrix for LAB-CA, heuristics
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Fig. 2. Plot of | AG ( θ= π/ 2 , φ) | for different values of N a ( φo =60 °). 
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or extended minimum coloring with cumulative interference con-

traints, extended Select x for less than x TCA, and conflict graph and

atrix for LAB-CA_HT. 

The AMPL language [31] is used to express the mixed integer

inear programming formulation of the multi-path routing problem

nd IBM’s CPLEX solver version 12.2 [32] is used to solve the re-

ulting problem. 

All software, including MATLAB, AMPL, and CPLEX, was run on

 desktop PC having an Intel Core 2 Quad Q8200 processor run-

ing at 2.33 GHz, and 8 GB of memory. The operating system was

indows Vista Business with Service Pack 2. 

.1.3. Simulation parameters 

For constructing the conflict graph, we assume the frequency

o be 5.805 GHz; G t and G r to be 1 for OAP-CA; and h t and h r to
e 3 m. The receiver thresholds are taken as –79, –74, –70, and –

5 dBm for link data rates of 12, 24, 36, and 54 Mbps, respectively

s per the IEEE 802.11a standard [38] . The SIR requirements are

alculated as 5.78, 10.93, 13.20, and 18.42 dB for link data rates of

2, 24, 36, and 54 Mbps, respectively [18] [39] . σ is set to 3 dB, and

P is set to 10%. We use these reasonable assumptions to generate

epresentative results, but our work can be applied to any scenario

f multi-hop MRMC WMNs and is not limited to a specific stan-

ard. 

We search for the first feasible solution of the network through-

ut for multi-path routing using the CPLEX solver. This significantly

educes the solution time of the routing stage at the cost of a small

egradation in the network throughput. 
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Fig. 3. NCR at different link data rates −OAP-CA vs. LAB-CA. 
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6.2. Results 

6.2.1. OAP-CA vs. LAB-CA 

We collected mean values and statistics on the 95% confidence

intervals of the NCR for the 25 different CRTs used for both channel

assignment methods. For brevity, mean values of NCR for differ-

ent NDCs at different link data rates are graphed in Fig. 3 so that

trends are immediately apparent. γ represents the SIR threshold,

σ represents the standard deviation for shadowing, and OP rep-

resents the outage probability. The red line shows the worst case

maximum value of NCR in which each link involved in routing re-

quires a different frequency channel. As expected in theory, LAB-CA

requires significantly fewer frequency channels than OAP-CA for all

NDCs at all link data rates. 

For a certain node-degree constraint, NCR for OAP-CA, as well

as NCR for LAB-CA increases with γ as the link data rate increases.

Higher γ means less tolerance for interference in the network. This

results in more conflicts in the conflict graph, leading to a higher

NCR. Also, NCR for OAP-CA increases with NDC. As NDC increases,

more nodes which are farther away from a given node are selected

as its data communication neighbors. This results in longer links

in the connectivity graph. A longer link requires more transmission

power, which causes more interference in the network. This results

in more conflicts in the conflict graph, leading to a higher NCR. The

fl  
CR for LAB-CA, on the other hand, decreases with NDC because

he beam formed by the linear antenna array becomes narrower as

he number of antennas increases with NDC. The higher the NDC,

he larger the number of antennas and the narrower the beam

ormed by the array; hence there is better spatial reuse, fewer con-

icts in the conflict graph, and lower NCR when using LAB-CA. 

.2.2. LAB-CA_HG vs. LAB-CA_HT 

We collected mean values and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)

f all measures for the 25 different CRTs used for both channel

ssignment methods. The solution times of the routing stage are

resented in tabular form. For brevity, mean values of network

hroughput and NCR for different NDCs at different link data rates

re graphed. The value “4, 2 to 4” for the NDC in a figure or a ta-

le means that all mesh nodes have a node-degree of four in LAB-

A_HG whereas in LAB-CA_HT, mesh nodes are randomly assigned

 node-degree between two and four. 

.2.2.1. Solution time of the routing Stage. Table 1 compares the two

hannel assignment methods at different link data rates in terms

f the solution time of the routing stage. LAB-CA_HT has slightly

igher solution times than LAB-CA_HG. Note that a node-degree

f two is a difficult constraint to satisfy during the routing of

ows and due to the presence of such nodes in the heterogeneous
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Table 1 

Solution time of the routing stage − LAB-CA_HG vs. LAB-CA_HT. 

Link Data Rate (Mbps) NDC Solution Time of the Routing Stage (secs) 

LAB-CA_HG LAB-CA_HT 

Mean 95% CI Mean 95% CI 

12 3, 2 to 3 1 .52 1 .27–1.78 2 .07 1 .79–2.36 

4, 2 to 4 1 .77 1 .48–2.07 2 .36 2 .05–2.67 

5, 2 to 5 1 .44 1 .23–1.65 2 .83 2 .50–3.16 

6, 2 to 6 1 .79 1 .59–1.99 2 .80 2 .28–3.31 

24 3, 2 to 3 1 .57 1 .33–1.81 2 .10 1 .83–2.37 

4, 2 to 4 1 .77 1 .45–2.09 2 .29 2 .04–2.54 

5, 2 to 5 1 .91 1 .40–2.42 2 .94 2 .52–3.36 

6, 2 to 6 1 .92 1 .68–2.16 2 .63 2 .07–3.18 

36 3, 2 to 3 1 .48 1 .27–1.70 1 .94 1 .69–2.19 

4, 2 to 4 1 .86 1 .48–2.24 2 .25 2 .05–2.44 

5, 2 to 5 1 .49 1 .19–1.79 2 .72 2 .32–3.11 

6, 2 to 6 1 .94 1 .61–2.27 3 .10 2 .37–3.82 

54 3, 2 to 3 1 .61 1 .39–1.83 2 .09 1 .84–2.33 

4, 2 to 4 2 .19 1 .76–2.63 2 .55 2 .28–2.82 

5, 2 to 5 1 .85 1 .43–2.28 3 .16 2 .67–3.65 

6, 2 to 6 2 .49 2 .00–2.97 3 .53 2 .90–4.15 

Fig. 4. Network Throughput (Mbps) at different data rates −LAB-CA_HG vs. LAB-CA_HT. 
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rchitecture, it takes the solver more time to find the solution for

etwork throughput. 

.2.2.2. Network throughput. Fig. 4 compares the two channel as-

ignment methods at different link data rates in terms of network

hroughput. These results show that the two methods have similar

erformance in terms of network throughput. 

Table 2 compares the two channel assignment methods at dif-

erent link data rates in terms of the number of controlled random

opologies where the first feasible solution for network throughput

s the optimum solution. Note that the channel assignment method

hat has more CRTs in which the first feasible solution is the op-

imum solution achieves a slightly better network throughput. For

xample, for NDC of “4, 2 to 4” at a link data rate of 54 Mbps, the

umber of CRTs in which the first feasible solution is the optimum

olution is 13 for LAB-CA_HG and 16 for LAB-CA_HT in Table 2 ,

nd the corresponding network throughput is 90.17 Mbps for LAB-

A_HG and 97.79 Mbps for LAB-CA_HT. 
.2.2.3. Number of frequency channels required. Fig. 5 compares the

wo channel assignment methods at different link data rates in

erms of NCR. LAB-CA_HT requires more frequency channels than

AB-CA_HG. 

In LAB-CA_HG at a NDC of six, a mesh node uses all six an-

ennas in its linear antenna array to form a beam. On the other

and, in LAB-CA_HT when the NDC is between two and six and a

esh node is randomly assigned a node-degree of two, it uses its

wo-antenna linear array to form a beam. More focused beams in

AB-CA_HG lead to better spatial reuse, fewer conflicts and lower

CR. 

We also collected statistics on average link transmission power

nd NCCM/|L| 2 for the two channel assignment methods ( Table 3 ),

here NCCM is the number of conflicts in the conflict matrix

nd |L| 2 is the size of the conflict matrix. NCCM/|L| 2 indicates

he fraction of possible conflicts. A lower NCCM/|L| 2 is better; its

aximum value is 1 when the conflict graph is fully connected,

eaning that all the elements in the conflict matrix are equal

o 1. 
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Fig. 5. NCR at different data rates −LAB-CA_HG vs. LAB-CA_HT. 

Table 2 

Number of CRTs with optimum solution of NT −LAB-CA_HG vs. LAB- 

CA_HT. 

Link Data Rate (Mbps) NDC Number of CRTs with 

Optimum Solution of NT 

LAB-CA_HG LAB-CA_HT 

12 3, 2 to 3 16 11 

4, 2 to 4 8 17 

5, 2 to 5 19 22 

6, 2 to 6 18 12 

24 3, 2 to 3 17 10 

4, 2 to 4 11 15 

5, 2 to 5 19 20 

6, 2 to 6 16 9 

36 3, 2 to 3 14 8 

4, 2 to 4 6 17 

5, 2 to 5 18 20 

6, 2 to 6 17 12 

54 3, 2 to 3 19 8 

4, 2 to 4 13 16 

5, 2 to 5 21 19 

6, 2 to 6 16 13 
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The average link transmission power and NCCM/|L| 2 for both

channel assignment methods decrease as NDC increases. The beam

formed by the linear antenna array becomes narrower as the num-

ber of antennas increases with the increase in NDC, resulting in

a decrease in NCCM/|L| 2 . Also, the array gain of the linear an-

tenna array increases as the number of antennas increases with

the increase in NDC, which results in a decrease in the average

link transmission power. The decrease in average link transmission

power as well as NCCM/|L| 2 leads to a lower NCR. 

NCCM/|L| 2 for LAB-CA_HG is lower than that for LAB-CA_HT due

to the more focused beams in LAB-CA_HG, and results in a lower

NCR for LAB-CA_HG. Also, for a given NDC, an increase in the re-

ceiver threshold (i.e. RxThresh_dBm ) leads to an increase in the av-

erage link transmission power as the link data rate increases. A

higher link transmission power causes more interference and more

conflicts resulting in an increase in NCR for both channel assign-
ent approaches with the increase in link data rate for a given

DC. 

.2.3. OAP-CA_HT vs. LAB-CA_HT 

We collected mean values and 95% confidence intervals of all

easures for the 25 different CRTs for both channel assignment

ethods in sparse as well as dense scenarios; these are reported

n tables. For this comparison, the link data rate is 54 Mbps. 

.2.3.1. Number of frequency channels required. Tables 4 and 5 com-

are NCR between LAB-CA_HT and OAP-CA_HT in sparse and dense

esh networks, respectively. PR NCR in these tables represents the

ercentage reduction in NCR when using LAB-CA_HT and is given

y 

 R NCR = 

(
NC R OAP −CA _ HT − NC R LAB −CA _ HT 

NC R OAP −CA _ HT 

)
×100 . (8)

These results clearly show that LAB-CA_HT requires significantly

ewer frequency channels as compared to OAP-CA_HT for all NDCs

n sparse as well as dense mesh networks. In fact, it performs even

etter in dense mesh networks and provides a reduction of at least

8% in NCR. 

Tables 6 and 7 compare the two channel assignment methods

n terms of average link transmission power and NCCM/|L| 2 for

parse and dense scenarios, respectively. The average link trans-

ission power and NCCM/|L| 2 for OAP-CA_HT increase with the

ncrease in NDC. As NDC increases, more nodes which are far-

her away are selected as data communication neighbors of a given

ode. This results in longer links in the connectivity graph, which

ncreases the average link transmission power for the network as

ell as NCCM/|L| 2 , leading to a higher NCR. On the other hand, the

verage link transmission power and NCCM/|L| 2 for LAB-CA_HT de-

rease as NDC increases, thereby leading to a lower NCR. 

.2.3.2. Links-to-channels ratio. Table 8 compares LCR between

parse and dense mesh networks when using LAB-CA_HT. PI LCR in

his table represents the percentage improvement in LCR when us-

ng LAB-CA_HT in dense mesh networks and is given by 

 I LCR = 

(
LC R dense − LC R sparse 

LC R sparse 

)
×100 . (9)
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Table 3 

Average link transmission power and NCCM/|L| 2 −LAB-CA_HG vs. LAB-CA_HT. 

Link Data Rate (Mbps) NDC LAB-CA_HG LAB-CA_HT 

Average Link NCCM/|L| 2 Average Link NCCM/|L| 2 

Transmission Power (mW) Transmission Power (mW) 

12 3, 2 to 3 0 .60 0 .2356 0 .87 0 .2711 

4, 2 to 4 0 .41 0 .2345 0 .67 0 .2553 

5, 2 to 5 0 .31 0 .2297 0 .54 0 .2477 

6, 2 to 6 0 .24 0 .2300 0 .47 0 .2413 

24 3, 2 to 3 1 .87 0 .4305 2 .80 0 .4980 

4, 2 to 4 1 .32 0 .3885 2 .19 0 .4593 

5, 2 to 5 0 .98 0 .3632 1 .69 0 .4160 

6, 2 to 6 0 .76 0 .3256 1 .49 0 .3882 

36 3, 2 to 3 4 .62 0 .5190 7 .01 0 .6070 

4, 2 to 4 3 .33 0 .4605 5 .30 0 .5426 

5, 2 to 5 2 .47 0 .4274 4 .24 0 .4979 

6, 2 to 6 1 .91 0 .3896 3 .69 0 .4674 

54 3, 2 to 3 14 .62 0 .7159 21 .40 0 .7974 

4, 2 to 4 10 .52 0 .6477 16 .90 0 .7266 

5, 2 to 5 7 .69 0 .6018 13 .62 0 .6918 

6, 2 to 6 6 .07 0 .5408 11 .88 0 .6545 

Table 4 

NCR in sparse mesh networks – OAP-CA_HT vs. LAB-CA_HT. 

NDC OAP-CA_HT LAB-CA_HT PR NCR 

NCR 95% CI for NCR NCR 95% CI for NCR 

2 to 3 36 .00 35 .66–36.34 21 .28 20 .59–21.97 40 .9 

2 to 4 37 .56 37 .12–38.00 19 .52 18 .88–20.16 48 .0 

2 to 5 36 .40 35 .83–36.97 17 .80 17 .28–18.32 51 .1 

2 to 6 38 .20 37 .30–39.10 17 .44 16 .83–18.05 54 .3 

Table 5 

NCR in dense mesh networks – OAP-CA_HT vs. LAB-CA_HT. 

NDC OAP-CA_HT LAB-CA_HT PR NCR 

NCR 95% CI for NCR NCR 95% CI for NCR 

2 to 3 94 .76 94 .05–95.47 39 .32 38 .79–39.85 58 .5 

2 to 4 97 .32 96 .58–98.06 35 .64 34 .94–36.34 63 .4 

2 to 5 100 .28 99 .73–100.83 32 .80 32 .17–33.43 67 .3 

2 to 6 100 .20 99 .73–100.67 30 .28 29 .52–31.04 69 .8 
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LAB-CA_HT has a higher LCR in dense mesh networks and pro-

ides an improvement of at least 49% in dense mesh networks as

ompared to sparse mesh networks. 

As can be seen in Tables 6 and 7 , the average link transmis-

ion powers for LAB-CA_HT in dense mesh networks are less than

hose in sparse mesh networks. Nodes in a dense mesh network

re closely spaced. The links between the nodes in the connec-

ivity graph are shorter, which leads to lower average link trans-

ission powers, causing less interference, as reflected by a lower

CCM/|L| 2 in dense mesh networks as compared to sparse mesh

etworks. Less interference improves the spatial channel reuse
Table 6 

Average link transmission power and NCCM/|L| 2 in sparse

NDC |L| OAP-CA_HT 

Average Link NCCM

Transmission Power (mW) 

2 to 3 36 .04 351 .10 0 .9937

2 to 4 37 .60 398 .68 0 .994

2 to 5 36 .44 445 .89 0 .996

2 to 6 38 .24 476 .66 0 .996
eading to a greater reduction in the number of frequency chan-

els and a higher LCR in dense vs. sparse networks. 

.2.3.3. Network throughput. Tables 9 and 10 compare network

hroughput and throughput per node (TPN) respectively between

parse and dense mesh networks. Network throughput in dense

esh networks is similar to that in sparse mesh networks. Note

hat the total amount of flow in the network depends on the num-

er of links for the GW node, which increases with an increase in

DC. This results in an increase in network throughput with an in-

rease in NDC. At an NDC of 2 to 3, there are three links for the

W and the maximum network throughput is equal to capacity per

ink ×number of links = 24.73 Mbps ×3 = 74.19 Mbps; at an NDC of 2

o 4, there are four links for the GW and the maximum network

hroughput is 98.92 Mbps; and so on. Note that there is a small

egradation in the achieved network throughput as compared to

ts maximum value due to finding the first feasible solution as op-

osed to finding the optimum solution. 

Table 10 shows that throughput per node in dense mesh net-

orks is less than that in sparse mesh networks. Note that all

esh nodes, except the GW, are sources of flow and the GW is

he sink of all flows. In Table 9 , the maximum network through-

ut at an NDC of 2 to 3 is 74.19 Mbps. In a sparse mesh network,

his maximum network throughput is shared by 35 sources, which

esults in a maximum throughput per node of 2.1197 Mbps. On

he other hand, in a dense mesh network, this maximum network

hroughput is shared by 99 sources, which results in a lower max-

mum throughput per node of 0.7493 Mbps. 

.2.3.4. Solution time of the routing stage. The solution times of the

outing stage for dense mesh networks are higher than those for

parse mesh networks, at about 169 −350 seconds for dense mesh

etworks and 2.05 −3.55 seconds for sparse mesh networks. The
 mesh Networks – OAP-CA_HT vs. LAB-CA_HT. 

LAB-CA_HT 

/|L| 2 Average Link NCCM/|L| 2 

Transmission Power (mW) 

 21 .40 0 .7974 

0 16 .90 0 .7266 

6 13 .62 0 .6918 

6 11 .88 0 .6545 
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Table 7 

Average link transmission power and NCCM/|L| 2 in dense mesh networks – OAP-CA_HT vs. LAB-CA_HT. 

NDC |L| OAP-CA_HT LAB-CA_HT 

Average Link NCCM/|L| 2 Average Link NCCM/|L| 2 

Transmission Power (mW) Transmission Power (mW) 

2 to 3 99 .96 115 .80 0 .9610 7 .05 0 .5910 

2 to 4 101 .72 129 .71 0 .9679 5 .45 0 .5219 

2 to 5 103 .16 146 .58 0 .9780 4 .62 0 .4846 

2 to 6 102 .56 162 .49 0 .9806 3 .95 0 .4437 

Table 8 

LCR using LAB-CA_HT – sparse vs. dense. 

NDC Sparse Mesh Networks Dense Mesh Networks PI LCR 

LCR 95% CI for LCR LCR 95% CI for LCR 

2 to 3 1 .70 1 .65–1.76 2 .54 2 .51–2.58 49 .4 

2 to 4 1 .94 1 .87–2.01 2 .86 2 .80–2.92 47 .4 

2 to 5 2 .06 2 .00–2.12 3 .15 3 .09–3.21 52 .9 

2 to 6 2 .21 2 .13–2.28 3 .40 3 .32–3.48 53 .8 

Table 9 

Network throughput (Mbps) – sparse vs. dense. 

NDC Sparse Mesh Networks Dense Mesh Networks Max. NT 

(Mbps) 

NT (Mbps) 95% CI for NT (Mbps) 95% CI for 

NT (Mbps) NT (Mbps) 

2 to 3 66 .40 62 .90–69.90 62 .49 57 .56–67.41 74 .19 

2 to 4 97 .79 97 .14–98.45 93 .30 88 .56–98.05 98 .92 

2 to 5 118 .06 113 .63–122.50 118 .91 115 .11–122.71 123 .65 

2 to 6 135 .08 128 .04–142.12 147 .42 145 .87–148.98 148 .38 
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number of links in the connectivity graph is much higher for dense

mesh networks (e.g. 526 links in the connectivity graph of CRT #1

at an NDC of 2 to 6) than that for sparse mesh networks (e.g. 194

links in the connectivity graph of CRT #1 at an NDC of 2 to 6). This

results in a much bigger routing problem for dense mesh networks,

which causes the solver to take more time to find the solution for

network throughput. 

6.2.4. LAB-CA_HT in MRMC vs. MRMCMA WMNs 

Table 11 shows the average link transmission power, NCCM/|L| 2 ,

and NCR when using LAB-CA_HT in a MRMC vs. a MRMCMA dense

WMN. For this comparison, link data rate is set at 54 Mbps. In the

MRMC WMN architecture, a NDC of two for a mesh node indicates

two data radio interfaces and two antennas for that node. In the

MRMCMA WMN architecture, a NDC of two for a mesh node also

indicates two data radios but the number of antennas in its an-

tenna array is three or more. As in the MRMC WMN architecture,

a mesh node in the MRMCMA WMN architecture having a NDC

of two can communicate with at most two of its neighbors at the

same time using its two data radios but using better (i.e. more fo-

cused) beams due to the three or more antennas in its linear an-

tenna array. 
Table 10 

Throughput per node (Mbps) – sparse vs. dense. 

NDC Sparse Mesh Networks 

TPN (Mbps) 95% CI for TPN (Mbps) Max. TPN (Mbps)

2 to 3 1 .8972 1 .7972–1.9972 2 .1197 

2 to 4 2 .7941 2 .7754–2.8128 2 .8262 

2 to 5 3 .3732 3 .2465–3.4999 3 .5328 

2 to 6 3 .8595 3 .6584–4.0605 4 .2394 
Note that N a in Table 11 indicates the number of antennas in

he linear antenna array of a multi-radio mesh node. N a of “2 to 6”

n a heterogeneous MRMC WMN architecture means that a mesh

ode is randomly assigned a node-degree between 2 and 6 and

he number of antennas in its linear antenna array is equal to the

umber of its data radios. A mesh node that is randomly assigned

 node-degree of six (or six antennas) in the heterogeneous MRMC

MN has seven antennas when N a is “3 to 7” in the heteroge-

eous MRMCMA WMN in Table 11 ; eight antennas when N a is “4

o 8”; and so on. 

PR NCR (i.e. the percentage reduction in NCR) in Table 11 is cal-

ulated using 

 R NCR = 

(
NC R MRMC − NC R MRMCMA 

NC R MRMC 

)
×100 . (10)

AB-CA_HT performs better in MRMCMA vs. MRMC dense WMNs

nd a reduction of at least 20% in NCR is achieved when N a is in-

reased from “2 to 6” to “8 to 12”. As N a increases, the array gain

ncreases and the average link transmission power decreases. Also,

he array beam becomes more focused with the increase in N a ,

hich reduces NCCM/|L| 2 . The decrease in average link transmis-

ion power as well as NCCM/|L| 2 leads to a lower NCR in MRMCMA

MNs. 

. Conclusions 

We develop a new and effective channel assignment method

hat improves the frequency channel utilization of MRMC WMNs

t the expense of increased hardware complexity by incorporating

eamforming directly into the conflict graph and matrix during in-

erference modeling. LAB-CA significantly reduces the number of

requency channels required to ensure interference-free commu-

ication among the mesh nodes for achieving maximum network

hroughput. The experimental results show that LAB-CA signifi-

antly outperforms classical OAP-CA in terms of NCR. 

We extend our channel assignment framework to incorporate

eterogeneous mesh nodes in order to model a more realistic

MN architecture. The extended channel assignment method LAB-

A_HT significantly outperforms OAP-CA_HT in terms of NCR in

parse as well as dense mesh networks. Compared to sparse mesh

etworks, the throughput per node is lower and the solution times

f the routing stage are higher in dense mesh networks. The throt-

ling of the throughput per node in dense mesh networks can be

lleviated by adding more gateways. Also, when using multiple

ateways, mesh nodes in a dense mesh network can be divided
Dense Mesh Networks 

 TPN (Mbps) 95% CI for TPN (Mbps) Max. TPN (Mbps) 

0 .6312 0 .5815–0.6809 0 .7493 

0 .9424 0 .8945–0.9904 0 .9991 

1 .2011 1 .1627–1.2395 1 .2489 

1 .4891 1 .4734–1.5048 1 .4987 
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Table 11 

Average link transmission power, NCCM/|L| 2 and NCR when using LAB-CA_HT – MRMC vs. MRMCMA dense WMNs. 

MRMC WMNs MRMCMA WMNs PR NCR 

N a Average Link NCCM/|L| 2 NCR N a Average Link NCCM/|L| 2 NCR 

Transmission Power (mW) Transmission Power (mW) 

2 to 6 3 .95 0 .4437 30 .28 3 to 7 2 .38 0 .3382 24 .12 20 .34 

4 to 8 1 .61 0 .2697 20 .24 33 .16 

5 to 9 1 .17 0 .2246 18 .00 40 .55 

6 to 10 0 .90 0 .1918 16 .08 46 .90 

7 to 11 0 .71 0 .1689 14 .72 51 .39 

8 to 12 0 .57 0 .1516 13 .72 54 .69 

Algorithm 1 Conflict graph and matrix for LAB-CA. 

Inputs: 

• f , G t , G r , h t , h r , n , RxThresh_dBm , SIRThresh_dB , L , locations_x , locations_y , σ , OP , N a , d a . 

Output: 

• conflict_matrix : Conflict graph 

BEGIN 

1. RxThresh_mwatts ← 10 ( RxThresh_dBm /10) , m ← | L |, SIRThresh ← 10 ( SIRThresh_dB /10) 

2. For i = 1 to n : 

3. For j = 1 to n : 

4. dist_all ( i , j ) ← distance between node i and node j 

5. end For 

6. end For 

7. For i = 1 to m : 

8. L ( i ,3) ← distance between the nodes of link i 

9. L ( i ,4) ← AG ab ← array gain of beam ab for nodes a and b of link i using (1) 

10. L ( i ,5) ← P t,ab for link i with G t and G r equal to AG ab using (3) or (5) 

11. end For 

12. Initialize an m ×m conflict_matrix of all ones 

13. For i1 = 1 to m : 

14. Initialize an empty conflict table 

15. For j = 1 to m : 

16. conflict_table ( j ,1) ← node x of link i1 

17. conflict_table ( j ,2) ← node y of link i1 

18. conflict_table ( j ,3) ← node p of link j 

19. conflict_table ( j ,4) ← node q of link j 

20. AG xp ← array gain of beam xy with φ= φxp and φo = φxy using (1) 

21. AG px ← array gain of beam pq with φ= φpx and φo = φpq using (1) 

22. P r,xp ← power received at x from p with G t =AG px , G r =AG xp and P t,pq =L ( j ,5) using (4) or (6) 

23. conflict_table ( j ,5) ← P r,xp 

24. AG xq ← array gain of beam xy with φ= φxq and φo = φxy using (1) 

25. AG qx ← array gain of beam qp with φ= φqx and φo = φqp using (1) 

26. P r,xq ← power received at x from q with G t =AG qx , G r =AG xq and P t,qp =L ( j ,5) using (4) or (6) 

27. conflict_table ( j ,6) ← P r,xq 

28. AG yp ← array gain of beam yx with φ= φyp and φo = φyx using (1) 

29. AG py ← array gain of beam pq with φ= φpy and φo = φpq using (1) 

30. P r,yp ← power received at y from p with G t =AG py , G r =AG yp and P t,pq =L ( j ,5) using (4) or (6) 

31. conflict_table ( j ,7) ← P r,yp 

32. AG yq ← array gain of beam yx with φ= φyq and φo = φyx using (1) 

33. AG qy ← array gain of beam qp with φ= φqy and φo = φqp using (1) 

34. P r,yq ← power received at y from q with G t =AG qy , G r =AG yq and P t,qp =L ( j ,5) using (4) or (6) 

35. conflict_table ( j ,8) ← P r,yq 

36. conflict_table ( j ,9) ← max( P r,xp , P r,xq , P r,yp , P r,yq ) 

37. conflict_table ( j ,10) ← RxThresh_mwatts /max( P r,xp , P r,xq , P r,yp , P r,yq ) 

38. end For 

39. For i2 = 1 to m : 

40. If conflict_table ( i2 ,10) > SIRThresh : 

41. conflict_matrix ( i1 , i2 ) ← conflict_table ( i2 ,9) 

42. end If 

43. end For 

44. end For 

45. Output conflict_matrix 

END 
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nto groups, one group per gateway. This will divide the computa-

ional effort among the multiple gateways, which will reduce the

olution times. As part of our future work, we plan to incorporate

ultiple gateways in our channel assignment framework. 

We study the impact of increasing the number of antennas in

he linear antenna arrays of the multi-radio mesh nodes on the
erformance of LAB-CA_HT in terms of NCR in dense MRMCMA

MNs. The results show that a significant reduction in the number

f frequency channels is achieved in MRMCMA vs. MRMC dense

esh networks when the number of antennas in the linear an-

enna arrays of mesh nodes is increased. By increasing the number
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of antenna elements in the array, the space dimension can be ef-

fectively used to reduce the number of frequency channels. 
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